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The Palantir Foundry offers a rich set of analytics, data-management and transformation, data-
visualization, modelling, no-code/low-code application development, and digital twin functions.
This book focuses on a small subset of self-service elements of the Foundry (mainly Contour,
Reports, Fusion sheets and Recipes) to enable business data-analysts to move from document-
centric work (typically in Spreadsheets) and towards data-centric work. To avoid replication of
Foundry documentation and to allow a focus on the creation of added value by the data-analyst,
the sections covering basic familiarization with the Foundry have been kept deliberately
short.The first chapter introduces briefly the Palantir Foundry and the core concepts that are
relevant for this book.After the introduction, the next chapter covers some of the basic Foundry
applications: Contour, Reports, Fusion sheets and Recipes. Upon this foundation more
sophisticated techniques of advanced Contour usage will be introduced. To cover typical
business use cases two chapters around scheduling and historization follow. The book ends
with an outlook on Slate, the low-code framework for Dashboarding.The focus is not on the
presentation of the syntax of the functions, but rather on the way of thinking to solve problems
i.e., typical combinations of contour-widgets, paths and processes that can be applied to various
use cases. The description of the pattern is wrapped in use-cases taken from a manufacturing
enterprise.This book will provide the highest benefit for data-analysts that work in or for large
enterprises or organizations with lots of heterogeneous data-sources connected to the Foundry.
The availability and ingestion of actual data is taken as given.The frame story of the book is built
around a small manufacturing company - Lambdasign - that introduced the Palantir Foundry in
order to transition into a data-driven company.
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The answers you get depend upon the questions you askThomas Kuhn 

1 IntroductionThe Palantir Foundry offers a rich set of functions covering analytics, data-
management & transformation, data-visualization, modelling, no-code/low-code application
development and digital twin functions.With its rich set of modeling and operational applications



it can be not only a consumer of data but rather becomes a central data-hub which facilitates a
virtuous cycle, where analytics drive operational decisions rather than being separate from
them.This book focuses on a small subset of self-service elements of the Foundry (mainly
Contour/Reports) to enable organizations and business data-analysts to move from document-
centric work (typically in Spreadsheets) towards data-centric work. It provides a guide to
implement small- to medium complex analytics solutions with the Palantir Foundry.To be able to
implement solutions as presented, the reader should have access in a given Foundry instance
to self-service elements like Contour, Report, Fusion and later on Slate. This setting can be
compared with the typical business setting in which spreadsheet-applications have been used
to analyze structured data coming typically from legacy systems (as .csv or .xlsx files) before the
introduction of the Palantir Foundry. Thinking of Excel as the “Swiss knife” for the business data-
analyst, the Foundry can be thought of as a full workshop and Contour takes the role of the
“electric Multitool with sawing, sanding and drilling”.The richness of the Foundry function can be
overwhelming. This book takes the business analyst by the hand and guides them through the
Foundry along typical use-cases from a small manufacturing environment. The use cases are
generic and easy to transfer to other settings.The majority of business analysts are familiar with
spreadsheets. To ease the transition, a reference to Spreadsheets is given if possible and ways
of solving the problem with spreadsheet software like MS-Excel, OpenOffice Calc or Google
Sheets are illustrated. As spreadsheet software Microsoft Excel is taken for the examples.Using
the Foundry, instead of a classic relational database system, changes the way solutions are
built. In a classic database environment, there is a clear separation between the data and the
business logic. Working with the Foundry changes this way of working.Many analytics
spreadsheet solutions start with a sheet of imported legacy data to which additional layers of
transformed data are added in derived sheets. In the Foundry a similar approach to solution
building happens: The starting point is a basic dataset and layers of solution logic are added by
data transformations. The layer for the end-user is often only a simple visualization of the
transformed data. Developing solutions in the Foundry consists, to a large extent , in thinking
about how source data is transformed into solution data.When domain specialists work inside
the Foundry, they typically create domain specific datasets (or better Domain data products) of
high value. In the excellent article “Data Mesh Principles and Logical Architecture“ by Zhamak
Dehghani [1] the principle and value of domain data products is widely discussed. The creation
of these data products with the Foundry is illustrated.One particular strength of Contour is that it
has nearly no “waste”: All tasks that need to be performed are directly “value adding”. There is
no “waste” like compiler runs, setup-procedures or entering of special credentials for accessing
a resource. This means that users with classic business skills in spreadsheet applications or
even database systems can express their business knowledge in Foundry after a very small
learning curve.In the latter parts of this book the focus moves from tool handling on to strategies
to solve typical use-cases. The means for implementation remains Contour, but all solutions
could be implemented equally as well using alternative tools in the Foundry like Code Workbook



or Code Repositories.The framework story of this book is built around a small manufacturing
company - Lambdasign inc. who introduced the Palantir Foundry to move towards becoming a
data-driven company.After reading this book, the user's work with the Foundry will be more
efficient and the built solutions will be better from a functional and maintenance aspect. Don’t
hesitate to start reading. The time spent will be paid back immediately with a higher
performance in building future solutions.2 Foundry Core Concepts And The Story SettingBefore
starting with the analytics process, some technical basics of the Palantir Foundry have to be
clarified in order to create a common ground of understanding.The Foundry is built to work with
data or rather information. But it is much more than just a database server with some nice
features for handling data at large scale. For the efficient usage, some basics around datasets,
transformations and general architecture have to be understood. The essential basics of the
Foundry architecture which are relevant for this book are illustrated: The section starts with a
very brief overview of the Foundry architecture for readers that never had contact with the
Foundry before. Central elements like the dataset and the transformation of datasets are
introduced afterwards. A brief overview of the organization of data from an end-user perspective
is added and finally the sample enterprise is described.To ease the transfer from the books
content to a real scenario, this book uses a set of data around a small virtual manufacturing
company. Lambdasign (http://www.lambdasign.de) produces wooden docking stations,
woodworking tools and some other products.2.1 Brief Architecture Overview of the FoundryThe
Palantir Foundry is a place for integrated analytics AND operational decision making. The
functions of the Foundry are built around a data lake containing data that is structured in tables
and unstructured (binary or text) data. A Foundry installation is hosted in a server environment
and accessed via a browser or for connected systems with direct calls to the API. Being
designed for large amounts of data, a Foundry is typically installed in a cloud environment that
allows easy scaling of computation- and storage resources. The server environment is typically
owned by the operator who controls as well all access rights to the Foundry and the data. In
comparison to cloud system like Google Workspace or Office365, where Google or Microsoft
controlled tools access the corporate data, a Foundry installation is (or can be) completely
segregated from the Palantir environment.In the classic setting, the data is continuously fed from
3rd party systems into the Foundry or fed from operational decisions or modelling inside of the
Foundry. This process of feeding data from a 3rd party system is called ingestion. The ingestion
process is not subject of this book, a working ingestion of data is assumed to be set up. The
result of a single ingestion is typically a dataset. After an ingestion took place, the target dataset
is updated. The update of a dataset is an event, that can trigger various actions in the Foundry.
Examples of these actions are further analyses, content checks, synchronizations or other
function of the foundry.To generate value from the data, the Foundry provides various functions
that range from basic analysis to complex processing like machine learning algorithms. The
result of the processing can be accessed via the browser-interface in form of Tables, Charts or
using Ontology or Slate in tailored visualization according to the given use-case.The Palantir



Foundry contains not only functions to process data, but as well functions that allow the user to
create new data or extend ingested data with manually entered information. This manually
added data is added as well to the data-lake. Unless the lineage of the data is examined, the
user does not see any technical difference between ingested, processed or manually created
dataSchematic overview of Palantir Foundry elements relevant for this bookWith these
mechanisms the Foundry becomes rather a data-hub instead of a passive data storage.2.2
Datasets And TransformationsThe central element of the foundry to store data is the dataset. A
dataset is storage for data that is structured in rows and columns i.e., a table. Datasets in
Foundry are read-only and being read-only is the main difference to a relational database. The
technical structure of datasets is optimized to allow efficient analyses on the data that scales to
very large numbers of rows and columns. The foundry offers various tools to perform analyses
on the data.One strength of the Foundry is to allow analyses on data coming from various
systems. This data coming from an external data source is usually not optimized for the purpose
of the analyses and needs to be transformed and enriched to allow deeper insights. These
transformations range from simple filtering to combination with other datasets or aggregations.
The result of such a transformation (or a series of transformations) can be stored in a new
dataset. The core-engine inside of the Foundry to process the transformation is Apache Spark
[2]. The Foundry has several means to transform data like Contour Analyses, Code
Repositories, Code Workbooks, Data cleansing and several more. This book covers only
Contour and for one special purpose a Code Repository.The Foundry stores the identifier of the
transformation creating the dataset in its build-spec and if the dataset shall be built (to reflect
new data) the dataset is rebuild using the transformation definition.This sounds theoretical, but
the core activity is something that every excel-user is used to do. Assume a table of data with
number of items and the weight of an item. A simple transformation is to multiply the number
with the item-weight to get the overall weightSimple Excel calculation for a rowThe two blue
columns are inputs from the source dataset and all three columns represent the transformed
new data. In Contour, one of the tools inside of the Foundry for data analytics, the same
operation would look like this:Simple calculation in ContourThe transformed data can be stored
as a new dataset to allow further transformations for usage in visualization or further
processing.In comparison to relational databases, it is not possible to spontaneously edit the
content of dataset. There is no “dataset editor” that allows the modification of a value in a given
column and row. If for a functional purpose the value of Cell B3 needs to be other than in the
source dataset, a transformation needs to be written, that contains a conditional transformation
like “IF asset_id == 3, then item_weight = 105” but this will only change the resulting dataset.
The source is never changed.A consequence of this is, that the result of a transformation is
always determined by the inputs. Exceptions from this rule are functions like “current_date()” that
return a different value depending of the time at which the transformation is executed. Just like
the example before this sounds theoretical, but is experienced each time a spreadsheet is
opened, that contains a function for the current date. Unless triggered by macros the cell does



not update unless explicitly triggered during usage of the spreadsheet. But it is executed when
the spreadsheet is opened.2.3 Manually edited dataDatasets are read only, but the Foundry
offers some mechanism to allow creation of datasets from sources that are editable.The
simplest form of a dataset with user edited content is a dataset that is built from an uploaded file.
Having the edit rights on a folder, a user can upload a .csv or .xlsx file and datasets are created
from the data contained in the uploaded file. The schema (structure and type of columns) of the
dataset is derived from the content file.A second type for datasets from editable data comes
from Foundry Fusion sheets. Foundry Fusion is a spreadsheet application inside of the Foundry.
Any areas of a Fusion sheet (or entire sheets) can be synchronized to a dataset. Edits in the
cells of a synchronized sheet area are automatically synchronized to the linked dataset.A third
form, that is not subject of this book, are datasets that are populated by a writeback from a
Phonograph Index. The features to allow the creation and writeback of user-created data inside
of the Foundry are key levers to use the Foundry as a central hub for decision making and to
operational management.2.4 End user toolsThe Foundry provides a comprehensive set of
applications to transform, visualize and manage data. This book covers the subset of
applications that are typically used by data analysts to implement small to medium use cases.
The covered applications are:Contour: Contour is a user-friendly point&click tool to create
analyses on datasets. It offers rich function perform complex analytics steps and/or to visualize
the data and analytics results.Reports: Reports are “documents” that can be populated by
contour analyses with data-visualizations like tables or charts. When the report is opened or
refreshed, all connected Contour analyses are executed with the latest data and the results are
displayed in the report.Fusion Sheets: Fusion sheets are spreadsheets with the typical functions
inside of the Foundry. Areas of the sheets can be synchronized to (read-only) dataset.Recipes:
Recipes allow to send mails with content from the Foundry. This enables use-cases that contain
a “push” of data to the end-userSchedules: A schedule controls when a dataset shall be built or
rebuilt.Code Repositories: Code Repositories allow to implement industrial strength
transformations. The two main applications for code authoring “Code Workbook” and “Code
Repositories” are outside of the scope of this book. Only two simple Code Repositories will be
used to cover a need for the historization use cases. Note on Slate:Slate is a low-code
framework designed for dashboarding and in some extends to edit data. Dashboarding means
to visualize data that has been prepared before. For performance reasons, the dashboards do
not operate on datasets but rather on replications of datasets into a SQL-Engine or Phonograph
Index.Using Slate is one of the “natural” next steps in the Foundry (beside the Object Explorer),
when Foundry Reports do not match the user needs for visualization and access speed.To cover
Slate in depth would be far beyond the bounds of this book. In the scope of this book only a
basic example of a classic dashboard with some filter- and visualization capabilities is
introduced in Chapter “Outlook on Slate“. 2.5 Organisation of Data and Elements in the
FoundryThe Foundry elements, that form the use cases, are organized in projects and folders.
The “Project” is the root element and is comparable to a network drive. Unless a project is of a



special type like “collaborative spaces” or “data sources”, one project is the storage of one use
case (or depending on the used speech “Application” or “IT-Solution”).Inside of a Project, the
elements are represented like files and structured in folders like in a classic file-directory. Access
rights are usually granted on a top level to projects and for more specific needs the rights can be
granted as well on file or folder level.2.5.1 Standard Folder in ProjectsA typical set of
standardized folders proved well in the using the foundryRecommended folder structure of a
Foundry projectLogic: The logic folder contains all transformations like Code Repositories,
contour analyses, code-workbooks etc. Usually only the owner/developers of the solution have
edit access to this folderDatasources (Optional) : This “datasources” folder contain raw data i.e.
data coming from external sources like legacy systems. In larger installations of the Foundry the
data sources are organized in one or more separate projects.Config (Optional, but typically
there): The config folder contains datasets from uploaded files or fusion sheets with their
writeback datasets. By default a dataset coming from a Fusion Sync is in the same directory as
the Fusion sheet. Deeming these configuration datasets rather being part of the configuration
than being data that is the result of a transformation logic, it proved well to leave the synced
datasets in this folder.Reports: As the name says, the reportsDashboards: This folder contain
Slate-Dashboards of the applications. To segregate the development of dashboards from the
published dashboards, the easiest way is to have subfolders like “dev” and “old-versions” in this
folder.Data: The data folder contains all datasets that are created or offered by the application. It
proved well to put all datasets that are offered to other applications into a special folder
“exported” or the other way round to move all datasets that are not deemed “public” to a
subfolder “internal”.Manual: The folder “manual” contains all datasets and fusion-sheets that
represent dynamic part of the application. To segregate this into a special folder has its reason in
the very formal implementation of the rights concept of the foundry. When the end-user (via a
Fusion form, directly in the Fusion sheet or through a Slate application) modifies the content of
the fusion-sheet, she modifies as a final result the synchronized dataset. Thus she needs edit-
rights on this dataset. To allow a convenient management of the rights, typically edit-rights are
granted on the folder with assets that need these rights for end-users.2.6 Palantir Foundry and
the “Self-Service”The Palantir Foundry can be set up in various deployment and usage
strategies. One degree of freedom in the deployment is the level and population to which the
“self-service” is enabled.A user, that opens only predefined reports or applications and uses
these only in the foreseen manner (by e.g., applying filters) acts as a “reader”. Users that use the
Foundry to create new analyses and applications act as “editors”. The level of “self-service” is
mainly determined by the number of users, that can act as editors.Opening the self-service
should be considered carefully. Opening the self-service can lead to an explosion of creativity
and added value provided by the editors. Being freed from the boundaries of Spreadsheet
applications, this enables new ways of analytics. Companies or Organizations where the value
creation bases to a good intent on creating information can create significant opportunities. But
this has as well a risk that may not be ignored and which should be mitigated right from the start.



Data analytics costs space and computational power.The needed resources i.e., computational
power and disk-space to run a local spreadsheet application or data-analytics tool has been
purchased with the computer itself. With a system like the Foundry, that runs in most of the
deployments on a cloud-server, the situation is different. Every operation uses central resources,
that somehow have to be paid for in addition to the users computer. So letting a crowd of early
adopters use a fascinating technology without any governance can create beside amazing
results as well significant costs. Running the Foundry on premise limits the resources and costs
to the server environment that has been set up.A second point to be considered is to keep track
of a “single source of truth”. With a few click any content editor can create a dataset that nearly
look like the centrally provided dataset but may contain data that is not correct. The only
difference is the path of the new dataset and the missing violet tick that marks a dataset to be
part of the data-catalogue. This can be curse and blessing at the same time. The blessing is that
users can immediately benefit from insights and information that other users created. The curse
is that a wrongly calculated information can spread through the organization. Editors usually
develop an instinct which data to trust, but this risk of the self-service should be at least
known.This book is around components of the self-service. The author experienced the benefits
of a self-service for higher than the costs.Leaving the Contour ScopeUsing Contour and
Reports, the way of working is very intuitive and business need driven. Unless some
fundamental principles, which are covered in this book, are violated, the usage of Contour will
lead to robust solutions. For this category of smaller analytics use-cases the time to explain the
problem to an external IT-specialist is typically comparable to the implementation time of a
Foundry trained business user. (…just like in spreadsheet applications)For the processing of
very large scale data, the way of implementation will change towards a mode, where technical
drivers will be in the foreground. Latest at this stage the application shall be handed over from
business analysts to IT specialists.2.7 LambdasignLocated in northern Germany, Lambdasign is
a small company that produces various small products. The core products are wooden
dockingstations for Smartphones.Docking stations from LambdasignIn June 2018 a new
product from Lambdasign hit the market: A zero clearance insert for a tablesaw (product_id
“ZCI*”).Zero Clearence InsertThe product was successful and dominated the sales
afterwards. Note: A small virtual company is chosen with purpose. The amount of data will be
small, but the principles of working with the Foundry will be the same. When scaling to higher
volumes, the implementation of core functions in Code Repositories is recommended.The
production is done in multiple stations for cutting, drilling, sawing etc. The products are usually
produced in batches to reduce tooling time. Each batch produces a defined set of products of a
given model.Dataset “produced_item”The planning is done batchwise in a standard planning
toolPlanning of production batchFrom the planning tool the data is ingested as a table into the
Foundry. The data is available in the typical form of storing planning data in a table.Export of
data from the planning toolThe selling of the products runs mostly over the usual marketplaces
like Ebook Library, Etsy.Online marketplace for sellingThe sales events are transmitted via mail.



Afterwards invoicing, packaging shipment is done locally. The creation of invoices is done in a
small ERP system.Data from ERP systemNote: A big thanks to the team of Fake Name
Generator [3] Dataset “sale”Looking at the the dynamics of the market and the need to move
towards a datadriven company the CEO of Lambdasign decided to introduce the Palantir
Foundry. Looking as well at structure of employees having the usual Excel/Sheets skills, the
Foundry with its means of a self-service mode will be a perfect match. Any kind of reports,
analyses and prognoses about the business shall be build by the employees themselves. Being
as well a platform for professional development by classic IT companies the Foundry will be able
to scale with the business.It is noticable, that already a very small company setting consists of
multiple datasources from which some of them cannot be connected on data level without
significant effort (Planning, ERP, Online Marketplace).2.8 Use case: Warm-up - A first
AnalysisBefore hopping to the next chapter with a further block of theory, a “Warm-up” in form of
a first use case will be implemented: The CEO of Lambdasign asks for a report of the
development of the sales.The homepage of the Foundry instance of Lambdasign is opened and
the login is performed.Example of a HomepageWithin a target folder in “Use cases”, a right
mouse-click opens the context menu and “+ New” -> “Analysis” is selected.Creation of a new
Contour analysisIn a new path, the sale dataset is selected from the available datasetsSelection
of the sale datasetThe created path is renamed to “analyze_sales”Renaming of the pathA filter
is added to the path by moving the mouse over the downward arrow, clicking on the appearing
“+” sign and selection of the “Filter” entry.Adding of a filter boardThe filter is configured to restrict
the sales to the ones of last year.Filtering the purchase date to last yearThen a chart is added by
clicking on the chart-symbol of the horizontal toolbar and selection of the “Chart” entry.Add chart
to pathThe chart board is configured to show the sum of sales grouped by monthConfiguration
of the chartThe “Done” button closes the configuration area of the Chart. Afterwards, the “Add to
report” Button is activated.Adding the chart to a reportThe option “new Report” is selected. The
name “Sales Report 2020” is entered and location of the report is selected. The Report is
created by the Foundry and can be opened in a new tab.Sales ReportTo illustrate which product
performed best, a pie chart will be added to the Analysis and later to the report. In the Contour
analysis, a second chart is added. The Pie-Chart Symbol is activated and the group is set to
“product_id”.Configuration of a Pie chartThe chart is added as well to the Report, that updates
automatically.Updated reportTo share the insight with others, the “share” button is
activated.Share a reportThe Report is now shared with the CEO and he will get a notification
about the sharing. 2.9 Excursion: Work-efficiency - Bookmarks and FavoritesThe Foundry has a
browser-based user interface. The preferred browser is the Google Chrome Browser.With the
current tendency of moving IT solutions more and more from fat clients to browser-based
solutions, the browser is the central element of the daily work. The browser moves from a tool
with its own purpose towards an element of the work-infrastructure. Speaking figuratively, the
browser is no longer the “screwdriver” but rather the “workshop”. Following this image, it is
common sense that good and efficient workers keep their workshop clean and ordered. As well



a good workshop is arranged in a way that provides short ways and efficient access to tools
(=applications) and materials (=data)The main mean for ordering and arranging the assets are
projects and folders. But as indicated above, the folder structure follows as well technical
principles. In addition, the needed arrangement for developing an application is different from
the arrangement for the run-mode of an application. A mitigation of this conflict is to keep a clean
technical structure, but to optimize the ways to access the tools.The built- in feature of the
browser for establishing short ways to tools and needed websites are browser favorites or
bookmarks. The Palantir Foundry supports the concept of bookmarks in an exemplary way:
Nearly all elements of the Foundry have a unique, bookmarkable URL (This is a significant
difference to IT systems like SAP, where the URL is typically meaningless). It proved well to act
very consciously with browser bookmarks:Elements that are constantly used should be placed
in the bookmarks bar. Examples are the Foundry homepage, Cheat-Sheets, or the Foundry
folder of the current application that the user is working on.Elements that are frequently used,
get their place in a quickly accessible folder. A common way to solve this in Chrome is to create
a folder in the bookmarks bar With ongoing work in the Foundry, this folder becomes larger and
larger and is typically structured into subfolders.Browser favoritesThe “Favorites” inside of the
Foundry are similar, but have a slightly different usage scenario. With the same idea of clicking
on a star-symbol an asset in the foundry can be declared as favorite. All Foundry favorites are
accessible in the favorites section in the navigation bar of the foundry. On a screen with limited
space, the navigation bar of the Foundry is typically minimizedFavorites in the FoundryThe idea
general idea of bookmarks and favorites is to reduce the clicks to reach a given target. Which
feature (Browser- or Foundry favorite) is best for a given use case, is driven by the number of
resulting clicks.Using a Foundry favorite, the number of clicks to reach of a given folder or asset
needs two clicks. First click: Maximize sidebar. Second click: The favorite. For constantly used
elements like the folder of the current development, this competes against one click on a
bookmark-bar favorite. A second benefit of browser bookmarks is that they allow as well non-
foundry links. If the project needs some Google-drives, a certain tool like a GeoJSON editor and
some Foundry resources, a bookmark group is the most suitable way of providing the links to
these resources in one place.For certain activities inside of the foundry the situation is different.
The two most prominent of these activities are the “save as” and “join”. When a database join
shall be performed and the incoming needs to be selected, a browser shortcut is more or less
useless. It could be a scenario to open a new browser with a sequence of clicks (Click open
Bookmark group -> Click on bookmark with dataset folder in new tab -> Open dataset -> copy
path -> go bac to join-dialog -> paste copied path into search window -> select dataset to join),
but the workflow in the join-dialog is much smoother, if the folder with the incoming dataset is a
favorite. (“all” -> Click on favorites -> click on folder -> select dataset).Navigation to datasets
using Foundry FavoritesA well-maintained set of favorites and bookmarks can speed up the
work in the Foundry significantly.Caveat: Bookmarking of Hubble pagesOne of the few areas in
the Foundry where the bookmarking does not work robustly is when searches inside of Hubble



should be bookmarked. When a view is navigated to, this element can be bookmarked. But
coming directly out of the usage flow, this element is result of a user-search.When hitting the
bookmark button, the URL of the search is stored. But searches are somehow cleaned up after a
while and the shortcut is dead. A workaround is to put the element into the favorites. The URL of
the favorite element is constructed differently and remains stable. This URL can be sent by mail
or bookmarked in case of need (or if an internal URL-Shortener is set up, it could be as well be
linked to a short URL) 3 Contour, Fusion and Report BasicsThis part introduces mainly Contour,
the easy to learn tool for analyzing data without rails. Contour is a point-and-click interface to
create small to medium size analyses. Assuming that most of the readers are familiar with
spreadsheet applications the link between Contour and Spreadsheets is emphasized.To
complete the basic toolset needed for the creation of small applications, the application
“Foundry Reports“ and “Fusion Sheets” are introduced as well. The chapter closes with a brief
introduction to build datasets with Contour analyses and to use “Monocle” as the tool to inspect
the data lineage.3.1 Basic Structure of a Contour AnalysisThe basic principle of a Contour
analysis is quite simple. Data from a data source is put on top of a path and with boards, that are
inserted into the path, the data is processed or visualized. There are basically two types of
boards:Modification boards change the data in the path from a PRE to POST shapeVisualization
boards show the data at this step of the path Contour analyses can consist of multiple paths that
can be connected and form a pipeline, but this connection is not mandatory. One Contour
Analysis can contain arbitrary content, but it is recommended to have only paths in an analysis,
that belong to one use-case.3.1.1 PathsA contour analysis contains one or many “flows” or
paths of data from a data source(s) to a target-result. The path contains transformations, filters
and aggregations that define the transformation that is needed to calculate the needed
information for the use case. At each position of the path, visualization elements can be
introduced. The data flows inside of a path from top to down and each transformation or
visualization element is represented by a rectangular shape - the board. The main purposes for
creating Contour analyses are:Derive an ad-hoc insight from a given dataset or a combination of
datasets: This starts typically at the dataset by clicking the “analyze” button on the starting
dataset. Filters and other transformations are added and the result is checked online by looking
at a result table. Unless saved for later purposes, the analysis is closed and not saved.Feeding
of a report: Reports allow the presentation of the result of one or more Contour analyses in a
user-friendly way. The data is actual: When the report is opened, the underlying analysis is
executed with the latest content of the connected datasets and the result is displayed through
the boards that has been added to the report.Create a dataset: At the end of each path, the
result of the path can be saved to a Foundry dataset for later or common usage. (The usage of
Contour to create datasets has some limits that are discussed later) A path can start not only
from datasets coming from the Foundry but as well from other paths inside of the analysis. This
allows structuring the analysis and to reuse pre-calculated results.A common pattern for
analyses follows a path structure of “preparation” -> “detail analysis” -> “combination” ->



“output”.Typical structure of an analytics pipelineA corresponding Contour analysis would look
like this.Typical structure of an analysisThe implementation of this general shape is seen as well
in spreadsheets, that analyze data coming from legacy systems. Looking from a spreadsheet
perspective, a path has its closest analogy in a single sheet of a spreadsheet.Sheets have a
defined order in well-crafted spreadsheets. A “grown structure” would be to have the data flowing
always from sheets from the left to sheets at the right. Grown structure of an analytics pipeline in
ExcelDue to the fact, that the reader of the spreadsheet usually looks rather for the overall result,
the order of the sheets is typically the other way round: The summary is the first sheet and the
source-data and preparations in later sheets. The data is flowing from right to left.Reversed
order of sheets in an analytics pipeline in ExcelThere is (Status June 2021) no convenient mean
to sort paths in Contour analyses. Because of this, the order of the paths in contour is usually
following the process of creation i.e., from left to right to have as few needs to sort as
possible.3.1.2 BoardsA good portion of the time during the analysis of data in spreadsheets is
spent in column operations and transformations by functions (i.e., a cell content that starts with
the equals sign like =LEFT(A2)). The closest counterpart of a function is a board.Boards are the
elements, that define the visualization or a transformation/calculation step inside of a path. The
data flowing down the path changes its shape or content below of the board.Boards can change
the data in the path in any dimension. The number of rows can be reduced by a Filter Board or
increased by an expression or join. The number of columns can be increased by a join or
expression or decreased by a Multi-Column Editor. Other boards create a visualization of the
data (Charts and Tables). Finally, the Text board does nothing on the data but defines just some
space for documentation. The main board types are presented in the next chapters. Examples of
boards are:The Filter-Board contains a condition, that reduces number of rows in the path to
rows that match the condition.The date parsing board transforms the content of one or more
String-type columns into columns with date or timestamp typeA join board connects the data in
the path with data from other paths or dataset. It can increase or decrease the number of rows
and columns Recommendation / Experience: Good column types:Take care to use the most
suitable datatype for a column, in order to get the most out value out of the built-in functions.One
example: A date-information is available as a text in a form like “31-12-1978”. The analysis needs
(at the beginning of the process) only the year of the date. It is possible to extract the letters 7 to
10 to get the year (E.g. “1978”) and later on filter and compare. But it is far better to transform the
text initially with a date-parsing board to a column of datatype “date” and then use the build-in
features to work (and filter) dates.Transforming the data to the good datatypes increases as well
robustness of the analysis. If, for example, one row of the text-column contains a corrupt date-
information like “31-12-xx23”, a text-extraction will not notice this and will produce a year of
“xx23”. This will cause unpredicted results in the further processing and the detection of the
errors will by cumbersome. A Date-parsing board returns NULL in case of a misshaped content
which is quite simple to detect. 3.1.3 The Expression BoardThe expression board is special,
since it extends Contour to an area closer to programming.Comparing Contour to spreadsheets,



the expression board can be compared to functions in cells i.e., cell content that starts with the
equal sign followed by a function name.Example: To extract the year of a string “31-12-1978” in
Excel the function “MID” is used:Extraction of a substring in ExcelIn Contour the expression
board can be used in a similar way.Extraction of a substring in Contour with an ExpressionSince
Expressions are a key element for analyses, a whole chapter will be dedicated to Expressions in
Contour.3.1.4 Display of the Current Result in the PreviewWhile flowing down the path, the data
runs through transformations. There are two options to display the result of the current
transformation in a table format. At each step of the path, the table preview can be activated and
shows the current data.Usage of the “Show table” Button in the upper right cornerThe second
option is to insert a table board at the needed position. Table boards have some features that the
preview does not have, like column selection and ordering. Copying of content to the clipboards
work as better from the table board.Usage of the Table boardWhich to use when? There is no
fixed rule. Inserting tables after each board will slow down the UI and lead to lots of scrolling. On
the other hand, the table preview uses precious space on the screen. Turning the preview on
and off slows down the working process as well.The best is somewhere in the middle and will
typically grow organically. At essential steps of the flow, the result of the transformation has to be
checked again and again. After activation and deactivation of the preview for the third time, a
table is usually inserted.When the development is done, the main requirement of visualizing the
data transformation changes from debugging to rather visualize, how the data is processed. At
this time, the natural next step is to create a report, that visualizes the calculation. Latest at this
stage, tables are inserted at essential steps of the transformation and then added to a
report.Report with table dataThe usage pattern “Inspector”, that formalizes this approach, will be
presented in the chapter “Usage of an “Inspector” to Check the Matching”.3.1.5 Update of
DataLike a spreadsheet, that is connected with a source-file on a file system, the analysis is
bound to its source datasets. Unless it is configured to refresh each path at opening, a Contour
analysis stays in the state of the data of the last refresh.If there is a new data in the source of the
path, this is indicated with a blue button that all allows an immediate update of the
data.Indication of new data in a pathDatasets in Foundry have a version and the update-button
refreshes the input of a path to the latest version of the data.Note: Old versions of data are
deleted after a whileFoundry keeps a history of old versions which size is defined by the
administrators based on storage cost and other considerations. If an analysis is opened after the
expiration of the history, the version of data is no longer available. The boards and table view of
the data indicate then an error. An update usually fixes the problem. The need for a manual
update of the input-data applies only for opening the analysis in the Contour Editor. When an
analysis is used to populate a report or to create a dataset inside of a build, the analysis uses
the latest version of the data.3.1.6 Updates of an AnalysisAll updates of the analysis are saved
automatically. In case of an erroneous modification of a path like removal of a board, the
modification can be undone via the (non-obvious) Undo-Button.Undo Button in ContourA
warning window pops up before execution of an irreversible operation.Warning before execution



of a delete pathCaveat: Dataset builds remember the version of an AnalysisAnalyses are stored
as well with a versioning. This is not visible but shows its effect at one special situation that – if
not known – can cause hours of debugging and searching: The build of a dataset remembers
the version of the Contour Analysis, that has been used to build the dataset by the user in the
interactive mode by “save as dataset” or “update dataset”.If the analysis is modified afterwards,
the dataset will still be built by the old version. If the modification shall be made effective on the
build, the “update dataset” button has to be clicked.Reports behave differently. If the underlying
analysis is changed, the report will reflect the change at the next reload (or opening)
automatically.3.1.7 Persistent Status of interactive Filters in ChartsThe Contour charts and the
pivot table can act not only as visualization boards but as well as filters. When, for instance, a
bar in the histogram is clicked on, the data is filtered to rows, that have the corresponding value
in the histogram source.Histogram with selected barThis filtering is stored in the analyses and
will be applied as well when a report or dataset is fed by the analysis.This is convenient for ad-
hoc analyses, but for should be avoided for analyses that feed reports and datasets. An explicitly
defined filter underlines that filter has been set on purpose.3.2 Working with Contour
AnalysesContour analysis are easy to create, the typical ways are:By hitting the “Analyze” Button
in a dataset previewInside of a folder by adding an analysis as a “New” element to the
folderFrom Foundry Applications that offer a dedicated “Analyze” link that creates a new analysis
on a passed dataset. During the analytics process Contour analyses have the tendency to move
from a simple dataset->filter->table/chart structure to a complex structure, that needs to be
designed with care, maintained and even refactored, if it becomes unmanageable.The following
section presents some of the built-in features of the Contour editor and some strategies how to
create good and maintainable Contour Analyses.A dogmatic “If a Contour Analysis is so
complex, that it needs to be refactored, it has to be transferred in a code repository!” might be
technically correct, but staying in Contour has the big advantage that the analytics work can stay
in a low-code tool instead of moving towards a code-centric tool like Code Repositories or Code-
Workbook. Staying in the low-code tool allows a different population, i.e. business people to
maintain the analysis.3.2.1 Adding BoardsBoards can be added by selecting one of the boards
from the selector at the end of the path.Add board selectorBoards can be added as well at any
position of the path boards by moving the mouse to the space between existing boards and
using then the “+” button to insert a board.Adding a board between two boardsAs soon as a
board is added to the analysis it is automatically populated from the data of the path.Boards
cannot be moved nor copied, which is one of the major disadvantages in the creation and
maintenance of analyses compared to code-based analyses in Code Repositories or Code-
Workbook.The removal of a board is done by clicking on the cross-symbol at the upper right
corner.Removal of a boardAfter the removal, the boards below are recalculated
automatically.3.2.2 Avoid too complex AnalysesAs indicated in the introduction chapter, the
paths of a Contour analysis can form a complex system with multiple data sources and as well
multiple resulting datasets.The example initially shown is an example of a small analysis that is



easy to overviewSimple analysisWith ongoing work, the structure can easily move to complex
graphs of flows. The following is a real-life example (with obfuscated names) from a refactoring
session.Complex contour analysisKeeping a good structure and limiting the number of paths
and used datasets is key to keep maintainability.There is already a technical limit for the number
of paths in analyses. Starting around 15 paths the overview editor starts to get very slow. The
example shown above, is a pain to work with.Hand-On: Fast navigation in large analysesThe
path overview is the part of the Contour editor that suffers most of large number of paths. The
“All paths” button () allows to access a path from a dropdown without scrolling to the left or
right.3.2.3 Names of PathsThe name of a path is by default the name of the starting dataset. For
paths created from the result of a path, the default name is constructed in the form of „result of
<path>“.Just like names of sheets in large spreadsheets (or names of functions and procedures
in source code), good path names increase the readability and maintainability of Contour
Analyses. A good path name should indicate the result the path. Good examples are „items sold
in current year”, “prepare data” or “merge result”.The name of the path becomes visible when a
path is used as a start if a path or in data-connection boards like join or union. A good name
makes the result of the board immediately clear.Join with well named pathsNames do not have
strong limitations in their form, but being a sort of “Source-Code” they should not contain special
characters. Spaces are allowed.Caveat: Special characters in path-namesThe author was
invited to a debugging session where the Contour analysis showed a strange behavior. The
paths were technically correct, but one path had an unusual pathname with special characters
like % and some brackets. As best guess the author proposed to remove the special characters
and afterwards the misfunction disappeared.3.2.4 Duplication and Copying of PathsUnlike in
source code, there is no easy “Copy&Paste” of parts of paths. The only option to duplicate
elements inside of an analysis, is the “duplicate path” button – hidden in the context menu of the
path.Duplication of pathsDuplication is in information systems generally never a good idea.
Duplicates of code have the tendency to create different results in calculations, if the editors
forgot to change all copies. On the other hand, creation of redundancy free code and analyses
leads often to very complex structures, composed of many small bricks, that are as well hard to
maintain. A good balance between copying and refactoring is the key to success.Beside
duplication inside of an analysis, Contour allows as well the copying of a path to another
analysis. All paths, that the copied path is depending on, are as well copied to the targe
analysis.Duplication of Paths during refactoringThe “duplicate” function is one of the key
elements when larger analyses are created. Contour analyses have typically a sort organic
growing: The user starts with one dataset in a path and adds step by step new boards and
paths.A typical case is that a new path needs to create nearly the similar result of an existing
path, with just a different filtering at the end.As an example, assume the following scenario: A
path “sales this year” transforms the sales data with various boards to a target shape. At the end
of the path, the data is filtered for the current year and visualized in a chart. A new requirement
appears to have this chart as well for the previous year.Copying the entire path and modify just



the filter will lead to unnecessary and dangerous duplication of code. The final structure should
be rather one path that prepares the data and then feeds two paths that do the filtering for the
needed year (current and previous).Steps to create a “preparation” path from an existing
path:Duplicate the existing path “sales this year” that contains the preparation boards and the
filter for the current yearRename the original path “sales this year” to “prepare sales” and remove
the filter and chart at the end of the pathRename the duplicate “copy of sales this year” to “sales
this year”Change the source of “sales this year” to “prepare sales”, ignore the change of
columns messageRemove all boards above the year-filter. After successful removal the chart
should exactly look like the initial chart.Duplicate now the path “sales this year” and rename the
copy to “sales previous year”.Modify the filter to the previous year. The chart should
adapt. Hands-On: Stay cool while refactoringWhen the source of the path (as above in step 4.) is
changed most likely all boards in the path will not work and present an error message. This is
bound to the changed columns of the new source. But the definition of the boards stays
untouched.When all boards which are now in the preparation boards are removed the path
should work again. 3.2.5 Order of PathsIt proved well, to follow a rule to order of the paths strictly
in a standard direction: Data should flow only from left to right i.e., no path should have its source
from a path right to the path.Order of the paths should reflect the flow of dataSorting paths inside
of an analysis is unfortunately a painful exercise when the analysis grew bigger.To adapt the
order of the paths the path-overview has to be opened. When hovering over the name of the
path arrows appear that allow a shift by one step to the left or one step to the right.Shifting a path
to the leftUnfortunately, Contour reloads the entire path editor and does an auto-scroll to the
left.Hand-On: Quick insert of a path at the beginning of a big analysisWhen a new path has to be
added to the start of the Analysis (far left in the Overview), the intended way of adding a new
path at the end and then move it step-by-step to the left can be a long exercise.In this is case, it
is far quicker to duplicate the path left to the new position, rename the duplicate, remove all
boards and finally change the source.3.2.6 Comments in AnalysesComments, that explain
complex calculations or not obvious decisions, are always helpful. Formulas or joins that appear
at the time of implementation crystal clear, might cause some scratching on the forehead the
next day.Contour offers one special board, the Text board that does not modify data nor
visualizes data. It just offers a place in which any text can be placed. This feature should be
used, but with care: There is no use in repeating the obvious function of the board below. But for
not obvious board configurations comments will be very helpful.Text board inside of a pathInside
of Expression boards there is as well the possibility to use C-style comments with /* ……
*/.Usage of comments in expressions3.2.7 First Filter Columns, then Rows
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Paul Düwel, “Sehr informativ mit vielen guten praktischen Anwendungsbeispielen. Sehr
interessant geschrieben und nützlich im täglichen Gebrauch.Es ist sehr schwer guten Input zu
Foundry, vor Allem außerhalb von Unternehmensquellen, zu finden. Dieses Buch ist dafür die
erste Wahl.”
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